
ELEMENTAIRE

FUTURE READY:- It is this principle, which governs every

facet of educating the citizens of tomorrow. The

students of our school are the ambassadors to the

world outside. Chiseling heir talents, sharpening their

wit, broadening their horizons- we build robust

personalities by educating and empowering children

with the 21st Century Skills.

Big Journey begins with small steps…
Educating and Empowering children with 
the 21st Century Skills.

GD SALWAN PUBLIC 
SCHOOL

When the bird spread out its wings and 
Looked towards the sky

The heavens called from above – trust your 
Knowledge and skills and be ready to fly !
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Scientific Researches… Unique Reflections 
– Create New Knowledge 
The various aspects of education unfold

When creativity meets imagination,

Aesthetics meet functionality,

Eloquence of speech meets finesse of language,

Debating leads to progressive decisions,

And where education meets the needs of future….

Students of Class 4 and 5 created their very own stylus

(touch screen pen) explaining its procedure.



An Unending JourneyAn Unending Journey



Called Learning…..Called Learning…..



“There is no garden as beautiful as childhood”. A day marking childhood was

celebrated with fun and frolic. An online assembly was conducted highlighting the

significance of the day.A video encapsulating a plethora of events- songs and dance

performances by students as well as teachers was shared with. Exhibiting their love

and affection for the students, teachers presented a beautiful video with pictures

and messages for each of them individually. The day focused on children and their

enjoyment, and commemorated with immense joy, enthusiasm and magnificence.

CHILDREN’S DAY



Keeping with the secular ethos of the school, the students celebrated Gurpurab

virtually on 18th November, 2021. The pious rendition of Mool Mantra followed by

the soulful shabad and kirtan created an aura of positivity. The little messenger of

God spread the message of love, peace and harmony. From Babaji’s teachings to

the significance of customary kada prasad and Langar were expounded by the

students.

Celebrating Gurupurab with Pride and Spiritual Fervor



Keeping up with the tradition, the festival of Dussehra was celebrated virtually by

on 13th October 2021.The students participated in fun-filled learning activities.

Children dressed up beautifully and played the role of their favorite mythological

character from Ramayana. The high energy and aura created by children was truly

mesmerizing. The teachers apprised the young learners with the relevance of the

festival in the present times.

Truth shall always triumph; Goodness shall always reign 

DUSSEHRA CELEBRATIONS



The festival of lights came alive at GD Salwan Public School on 2nd and 3rd

November, 2021.The students heralded the pious celebrationsby presenting Ram

Charitra Manas (Anubhuti Bhagwan Ram Ki). The beautiful rendition was the

perfect amalgamation of enactment and recitals of sholkas. The resplendent

enactment by our G.D Salwanians added sanctity to the festivity and spread the

message that Lord Ram is the epitome of kindness, compassion, and love.

“Sparkle, Shimmer and Shine.”- DIWALI CELEBRATIONS



To extend the knowledge of tiling 

pattern and understand the 

presence of pattern in day to day 

life, an activity based on tilling 

pattern was conducted in class III. 

Students made beautiful patterns 

using playing dough of different 

colors.

They created various shapes of their 

own choice and formed patterns 

using them.

Maths Activity- Tiling patterns

To keep the tradition going and to incite 

curiosity and the love for reading in 

children, an online story telling session was 

conducted for classes III, IV and V by Ms. 

Nidhi Iyer; storyteller from Story Mirror on 

13th October, 2021. The session was really 

interesting as children were engrossed in 

the Panchatantra and Jataka tales. The 

session was indeed valuable and distinct. 

The appropriate use of voice modulation 

and body language infused passion, 

enhanced imagination and expression and 

introduced children to new horizons of 

storytelling. 

English Workshop

Special Assembly to 

commemorate Gandhi ji’s life and 

teachings was held on 1st 

October,2021 in which Bapu’s

noble messages were conveyed in 

the most effective and influential 

manner. Confident little 

commentators enlightened their 

peers with inspirational narration on 

the life of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Celebrating Gandhi Jayanti


